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AIR POWERED HIGH PRESSURE CLEANER
Rugged, simple and reliable

► The smallest, toughest, lightest, safest pressure washer you can buy
► Professional cleaner with low weight and robust design
► Lubricated water seals and low speed means low maintenance
► Cold and hot water up to 80oC
► Cleans much faster with less use of chemicals
► Easy to use and maintain
► Explosion proof

Convenient - Efﬁcient - Reliable
–

Here is the professional cleaner that’s easy to use. You just have to connect
air, hot or cold water, and you are ready to go.

–

With its high pressure this light weight cleaner will remove fast, even the
most stubborn dirt.

–

Turn on the spray and the pump starts. No unnecessary wear and air
consumption or complicated automation. Together with durable materials
such as acid resistant steel valves, you’ll have a trouble-free cleaner that
will serve you for years.

–

When you need to clean oily surfaces, you just connect to the hot water
faucet instead of using chemicals. Speedclean can handle temperatures up
to 80OC.

–

Long time service on-board ships and offshore oil-platforms has demonstrated reliability and high quality where only the best is good enough!

TECHNICAL DATA

Speedclean

25Xa

Pump pressure
Pump capacity
Water temperature
Pressure with 8 bar air pressure

0-220 bar
0-19 l/min
0-80 OC
185 bar

Pressure ratio

Motor effect (max.)
Weight

25:1

7.5 kW
28 kgs

Speedclean 25Xa is delivered complete with galvanized and painted
steel frame, air mufﬂer, lubricator, manometer, 10 metres 3/8” high pressure hose,
spray gun, lance and stainless steel nozzle.
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